Association of Student Governments/ BOT Workshop
As of today, we have held two ASG meetings and have gained knowledge of how other schools are dealing with issues of campus climate. This year there has been greater collaboration of the UNC System schools. I specifically was able to attend the Board of Trustees Workshop in where I was able to learn about and share knowledge with other university’s Trustees about programs that we have been working on.

Mental Health Mondays
Co-Directors of Wellness LouLou Batta and Michael Bowen created a social media campaign that will take place on our social media platforms. This campaign will allow students to access resources that NC State has that they previously had not known about. Sharing these resources with students will help to bring mental health awareness to the forefront of our university and allow us to improve students on-campus experience while they are here at NC State.

Mental Health Town Hall
Striving to understand the growing need for mental health awareness on our campus. Our Co-Directors of Wellness have created a space where students can come and discuss their needs at the Mental Health Town Hall. This outlet for students will help Student Government address any issues that students are experiencing in order to be able to be more aware of what our classmates are experiencing with their own Mental Health. This will be taking place November 13 from 5-6pm.

Night Walk
Director of University Affairs, Lee Daniel is partnering with University Police to host the annual Night Walk. Students will be able to walk around with University Police and highlight parts of campus where they do not feel safe. Safety could pertain to lighting or even things as simple as being able to cross the street.

Respect the Pack: The Series
Director of Diversity Outreach Zakiya Covington created a program for Spring Connect Students and is currently working on a program that these students can attend that discusses diversity. The fall admitted students have an opportunity to attend symposiums to connect with other students but we want to extend this program to spring admitted students. These programs will address all aspects of diversity across the university.
60 Second Student Government Recap of the Week
In an effort to increase transparency of Student Government to the students, myself and our other branch leaders are creating a 60 Second Recap of the things that student government has been working on that month. This will allow for a more engaging platform for students to understand the legislation and initiatives that Student Government is currently working on.

Executive Branch Goals
As a branch with 10 Directors, we want to work together this year to build community and relationships here at NC State. Our directors have been working this summer to create and curate ideas and programs that relate to We promise to serve as allies to all students, connect the Student Body to Student Government, collaborate with students, administration, faculty, and staff through inclusive, sustainable efforts that can be continued beyond just this year.

Updates as of 11/15
Insert Updates here

Student Body President Emma Carter
99th Session